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About This Game
You get a limited amount of money to buy traps, bombs, turrets and walls and place them in optimal positions to defend against
enemies trying to harm your curious little kitten Mimi who, for some reason, keeps wandering into an array of sinister dungeons
and graveyards.
Any less than optimal defensive plan, or any small mistake in executing it will lead to the death of your kitten. Given your
budget for a level, you need to carefully think what objects to buy and carefully plan the exact spots where you place each
object.
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While on first glance it appears similar to tower defense games, this game requires a lot more thinking and certain puzzlesolving skills to keep your pesky little cat alive. A true test of your IQ if played with a normal or high difficulty setting. Or a
strategy game that leaves a little bit of room for error with lower difficulty settings.
Our other strategy game: Battles of Norghan
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Title: Bomb Defense
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Mitorah Games
Publisher:
Mitorah Games
Release Date: 5 Jul, 2017
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I'd like to start by saying that while this game is still in its infancy, I support it because it has the potential to be something great
if the developers don't give up on it. I know I won't. I've had the pleasure of some early access games and found few to my
liking. Then there were some that really shouldn't have been made at all. This title as stated, can be something good if not great.
Just needs a lot of work. To the developers I say again, don't give up on this. Dead Sea can become a great game if you guys
along with the community put your heads together and make this work.. Honestly, you'd be better off paying $25 on a prostitute
who you know has aids. Played this for the first time at Play Expo and I was instantly hooked, classic retro concept ramped up
for the modern era. Great for pick up and play, but don't make the mistake of thinking that you can 'just have a quick game' it's
got a serious hook and you'll quickly find it's an hour later!
Great soundtrack, cool visuals and above all fun to play.
. Nice music.. Technically this game isn't an adventure game, it's actually a party puzzle game with a story. Each player takes
turn to solves puzzles to earns some medals and learn some truth and information. Although this game isn't an adventure game,
you'll have to use your detective skills (deduction and observation) to find the real culprit in each episode.
The gameplay is pretty straightforward, you don't need to solved every puzzles or correctly guessing the real culprit, the story
itself will move forward anyway.
For $19.99 this game is pretty expensive. I recommend trying the demo first. If you like it you should buy when it's on sale
(probaly around $5-$7). I'm not recommend buying at full price beacuse for $19.99 you can buy better games with better story,
such as Syberia, Broken Sword, or Emerald City Confidential.. Good short Horror game with 3 minigames, not that scary as i
thought tho.
1$? Heck yeah, this one is definitivly worth, so worth.
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weak platforming and shallow, repetitive gunplay mar a mediocre time travel conspiracy story. Great game but once you get to
level 4 or something like that it's start to get real jittery you can't even play it after that... only thing that makes it a waste....
especially once you get that far only to not be able to complete...im giving it a thumbs down for now but if they work out the
bugs i recommend. pros:
- open world maps
- rifles
- BR testing
cons:
- collision bugs
- pistol bugs. By far the highest enjoyment per $ ratio on steam !!
Not for everybody - arcade high score enthusiasts need only apply
Must take shoes off before entry (because there are plenty too unlock). Lots of bugs.. These types of games are lots of fun!
Really hard to digest if you're not a weeb though.. It's an arena brawler with 4 player and online capabilities. And it has regions
for matchmaking. The characters are all unique and awesome. The hi-fi techno aesthetic is cool. The music is perfectly suited.
The AI is tight. The game has a pretty massive skill ceiling but you can quite easily just jump in and beat♥♥♥♥♥♥up
regardless of advanced techniques.
It's EA and the dev is incredibly responsive, picking things up in a matter of hours.
And online 1v1 is the hypest ♥♥♥♥ing thing I've done in years.
Stages could use a bit more variety, hits could have more oomph and the ragdolling can get annyong but honestly? It's better
than Power Stone. There I said it fite me irl.
Update: As of Alpha 14 hits are now extremely visceral with really meaty SE, more prominent hitsparks and slightly more
noticeable sceenshake. Feels great <3. Very good software, the map editor is awesome , the assets... Everything!, SGB its a little
bit like RPG Maker but better (for me), the developers said there will be an update soon, so do not despair! :D !.. I really like
the premise of this game. I like how it looks and I liked everything I saw in the trailer and on the store page. However, the
isometric view makes this game almost impossible to play. It's extremely tedious to do something as simple as walk through a
door or chop down a tree. Killing enemies is annoyingly difficult as well since you have to perfectly line up with the same row
they're in or you won't hit them. I tried for a few hours to dig and mine and craft and kill enemies and none of it was fun for me
because it was just so tedious to do everything. I also didn't like that everything is so dark. The torches you can craft and place
don't provide enough light to be of any real use and as soon as you're a few blocks deep into a hillside, you're lost in utter
darkness.
That's not to say I hate the game. I want to like it-the idea and trailer looked so good, but actually playing it is too annoying and
difficult, that I can't bring myself to recommend it. It IS in early access, however, so I'm curious to see how it evolves over time
and if the control\/gameplay kinks can be worked out. If this weird, klunky control system is how the game is supposed to
function and it's not going to change, then I probably won't be coming back to play this again. I just can't get into this game if
actually playing it is a chore.. I got the DLC and the first thing I did was to try the new civs, of course.
But lemme just say one thing, Conscription plus Royal heirs research = 50% of aegis cheat for the shotel warriors
after that, just build 3 castle close together and put the rally point down and just spam 'A' for like a 2 minutes
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